Dear Staff,
SUBJECT : ALL INDIA SENIOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
– SESSION 2015-16
Characterized by several perfect scores, impressive highest subject and stream scores, the Class
XII, AISSCE results warmed up the hearts of one and all. The crowning glory for the past 5 years
has been the first division bottom line.
Also, this year’s result saw the most awaited rise in the subject average of Economics (89.14) and
this achievement most certainly deserves a pat on the back of the teacher. The Engineering
Graphics Faculty, Fine Arts Faculty too have brought laurels to the school by giving so many
perfect scores. The Psychology Department of the school continues with its trend of churning
perfect scores in the fourth successive year. God Bless you all !!!
The averages in English, Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry saw a dip this year, but the antidote
to the same were sixteen perfect scores in Engineering Graphics, Fine Arts, Psychology and
Economics which, rose the school average to 84.93%.
Brilliant achievement!!! 84.93% is the highest school average amongst all Bal Bharatis.
Yet, another notable feather of the result, is the performance of Mr. Badri Dutt and Mrs. Sonviri’s
wards.

Heartiest congratulations!!! to the staff for being sensitive towards this strata of the

society. I remain thankful to the teaching staff for helping out Durgadas (EWS CAT) a good
result for him too, which will help him to live a dignified life in the near future.
At this juncture, I would like to thank the entire staff of BBPS (Noida) for their single minded
pursuit of “doing nothing, but the best” to put the students on a safe highway to success.
May the almighty bless you all with a stronger will to serve humanity in each one’s individual
capacity. My most humble pranam into the lotus feet of all Guru’s who have risen the school flag
so very high………..
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